02/02/2017
ANSWER FROM COMMITTEE TO PIRANAS

FROM: Antoine Guitton (aguitton@msn.com)
TO: Club Pirañas Peñafiel (clubpiranas@yahoo.es)
CC: Mario Melendi (mariomoran12@hotmail.com); Jose Frutos (audiovi@ubu.es); pirañas alvaro
(elveru@gmail.com); Laura Vallejo (Valentina) (lauraval1997@yahoo.es); Alopridi (alopridi@gmail.com);
Trinations UWRLeague (3nluwr@gmail.com); Laura Sambo (lauritaly46@hotmail.com); Jorge Vázquez
(vazqueznunez.jorge@gmail.com)

Object: Formal explanation required

Dear Piranas,
We are sorry about any possible misunderstandings; here is the position of the committee:
●
●
●

on 15.Nov.2016, the committee (Antoine) answered to you that total women games would be only
THREE (as previsted in the rules) and that Claudia would define the organization.
on 30.Nov.2016 Claudia specified that she would have organized three teams; with the intention of
keeping the girls of the same nation together.
Until the day of the tournament Claudia got controversial informations from the spanish side as 6/7
players were registered both on Piranas and Spanish teams. AND it is not possible to have players in
two different teams of the women tournament, as comunicated by Claudia and Kamilo.

As it was not possible to get all spanish girls in a unique team, Claudia (on behalf of the committee)
followed the indications of the spanish national team manager (Giovanna) and defined the best team
distribution based on the number of women players and games available.
We are sorry if the solution did not fully satisfy you, but we believe that such situation is mainly due
to some internal spanish disaccordance external to the 3NL (and maybe to some english difficulties
too); we wish you can solve such contrasts in the future. Again: it is not possible to register two teams
with the same players to the women tournament.

Future
We hope you also appreciate the positive side: for the first time three
women games were organized as games of 3NL ! And all the women players
had the possibility to join both a women and a mixed team (draft).
For the future, maybe you can actively support Claudia and the committee
in the definition of the next women tournament. Please also feel free to
send any improvements at the next assembly ("proposals").
Please note that if you want to guarantee the participation of a full team to the mixed tournament, it
is necessary to fully apply for a second member team.
Piranas is a fundamental partner of the 3NL project and we all count on you. Feel free to ask if needed.

All the best.
3NL committee.

ORIGINAL REQUEST FROM PIRANAS
FROM: Club Pirañas Peñafiel (clubpiranas@yahoo.es)
TO: Trinations UWRLeague (3nluwr@gmail.com);
CC: Mario Melendi (mariomoran12@hotmail.com); Jose Frutos
(audiovi@ubu.es);
pirañas alvaro (elveru@gmail.com); Laura Vallejo (Valentina)
(lauraval1997@yahoo.es); Alopridi (alopridi@gmail.com); Laura Sambo
(lauritaly46@hotmail.com); Jorge Vázquez (vazqueznunez.jorge@gmail.com)

Object: Formal explanation required:
Hello,
We are writing this letter to show our discontent with the organization of the 3Nation Matchday celebrated in Lucern
regarding the Pirañas female team.
Since October 25th 2016 we showed our interest to play with a female team the female part of the tournament.
Since we have sent the female team responsable’s contact, and since we have recived a confirmation mail on date
12/31/206 from Peter Forrer where he confirmed that there were 13 players signed up for the female team and 15
for the male team, we can not understand why the female team of Pirañas has not been considerated in the
tournament’s calendar.

We reiterate our discomfort and we ask for a formal explanation of why 13 players that assumed the costs of the
travel and stay in Lucern were not able to play with the team that they where signed up with.

Club Pirañas Peñafiel.

